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THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE WEEK

2018 Varadero Summer Festival
A great musical festival is the proposal that Artex brings to you
for the summer of 2018. The project, the brainchild of Clave
Cubana, an artistic representation agency run by Artex, aims
at producing a first-string artistic show very much in sync with
a combination of music and performing arts, and featuring an
eye-catching lineup of boldface names from the turf and
overseas.... »

SPECIAL FEATURES

TTC Special: Minister ask Caribbean for deeper
collaborative approach
The Caribbean has received the proposal of a deeper collaborative approach to tourism development in
the region that will allow to combat shared threats and risks, and remain globally competitive.... »

TRANSPORTATION

Point of View. President Sunrise Airways: “Our Goal Is
One Caribbean!”
In a recent interview with the President of the Haitian airline, Sunrise Airways, Philippe Bayard, he
indicated that the success of the company is measured by customer satisfaction and the progressive
increase of the load factor. Since the launch of scheduled passenger flights in December 2012, Sunrise
Airways has promoted the concept of safe, reliable and comfortable air transportation.... »

EVENTS

It's official: Private Investment Luncheon to take
place in Dominican Republic
The Private Investment Luncheon that will take place on September 7, 2018, during the IV International
Health and Wellness Tourism Congress, has the purpose of promoting innovation, public-private alliances,
and creating investment opportunities in new projects related to medical tourism, retirement tourism and
free trade zones for medical devices.... »
TRANSPORTATION

Sustained grows of cruise tourism in Cuba
The development of cruise travel should be increased in a sustainable way in Cuba. According to Granma
newspaper the tourism modality shows a sustained growth on the island.... »

TOURISM

Near-normal hurricane season for the Atlantic region
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is predicting a near-normal hurricane season for the
Atlantic region, which includes the North Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea, and Gulf of Mexico.... »
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